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BDE is excited to join an ecosystem of diverse businesses that is The
Founders Roundtable. As DBE owners, it is important that we own

and drive topics that affect our businesses. The Founders Roundtable
is a group of DBE leaders who have the wherewithal to build and

promote this for the entire community, and we will act in this
capacity as board members and advisors for this effort. The first push
is the Greenwood Project, which is a platform that allows traditional,
economically disadvantaged firms to register their business and learn

about infrastructure procurement opportunities.

As Executive Project Manager, Calvin is responsible for the
development, management, and maintenance of the processes and

systems for Project Management at BDE. Calvin has over 20 years of
industry experience and 12 years of project management experience,
having responsibility over projects in the DC Metro area and Florida
markets, as well as international project experience while serving in
the role of American Marine Tender Manager and having to manage

and coordinate aspects in France and the Caribbean. Calvin has a
military background, serving six years in the US Naval Nuclear

Sector. Trained as a nuclear plant electrician in the military, Calvin
went on to complete his bachelor's in Nuclear Engineering Technology
from Excelsior College. Calvin has been married for 19 years to Doris,

his high school sweetheart, and together they have three children:
Cassandra, Joseph, and Reuben.

Blackstar Diversified is teaming up with NoTraffic
to provide the Virginia Department of

Transportation with video and radar detection in
York County, which will provide them with an IoT

platform to manage mobility in the region. In
layman's terms, this equipment will be used to

maintain the accuracy of traditional loop systems
while gaining flexibility in working with future

connected vehicle systems. This innovative
technology is based on an AI platform that

continuously learns traffic flows and utilizes that
information to provide accident deterrents for

municipalities.

 Register here for more information! 
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